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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Industrial Development Board, at ite fourth session, adopted resolution 26(IV)  on 

the "follow-up of the I967 International Symposium on Industrial Development».    The resolution 
states,  inter alia,   the following: 

"Bearing in mind General Assembly resolution 2577(XXIV) of 15 December 1969 
which invited the Industrial Development Board, with the co-operation of the 
Executive Director of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
to consider the possibility of including in the Board's annual reports,   inter 
alia, a summary of the progress achieved in the implementation of all  thTsuE- 
stantive recommendations of the International Symposium on Industrial Develop- 
ment, as well as practical measures and policies for attaining their early 
implementation,  as appropriate, 

"1.      Invites member States to transmit to the Executive Director of the United 
Wations Industrial Development Organization,   if they so desire, any information 
they may deem relevant on measures initiated by their respective Governments 
, *va8

T
regSrdS poll°y and implementation in pursuance of the recommendations 

or the International Symposium on Industrial Development} 

"2.      R|gtt|8t8 the Executive Director on the basis of information available to 
submit to iHelndustrial Development Board at its sixth session hie comments, 
observations and recommendations." 

2. This document is presented to the sixth session of the Industrial Development Board in 
puTBuanoe of the above resolution. 

A0TK»f TAX» BY THI MWMmiàL D1V1LOFMKTT BOARD AND UMOXI 

3. At the fourth session of the Industrial Development Board,  the Board's attention wau 

drawn, in document ID/B/76 of 10 March 1970,1/ to General Assembly resolution 2577(3BUV) (men- 

tioned in the preaabular paragraph of the Industrial Development Board resolution quoted above). 

At its 101st meeting,  the Board gave careful consideration to the General Assembly resolution 
and decided as follows« 

"During its proceedings in the successive years of the Second United Nations 
Development Decade, the Board will seek to summarize the information submitted 
to it by the secretariat and to evaluate the progress of UNIDO and the salient 
features of the progresa of industrialization of the developing countries. 
i î suggested that the report on the discussions of the Board and its recommen- 
dations will provide in general an evaluation of progrejs to satisfy the re- 
fusât of the General Assembly in paragraph 2 (») of resolution 2577(]KIV)."2/ 

y   »Considsration of General Assembly resolution 2577(»IV), including the provisions relating 
to the recommendations and resolutions of the I967 Symposium on Industrial Development ana 
of the Industrial Dsvelcrnent Board}    Note by the Executive Director". 

2/   Document A/8016, para.373. 
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4.    In pursuance of operative paragraph 1 of Board resolution 26(IV), the Executive Director, 

in a letter dated 10 December 1971, invited the member States of UNIDO "to transmit to him, if 

they so desire, any information they may deem relevant on measures initiated by their respective 

Governments both as regards policy and implementation in pursuance of the recommendations of the 

International Symposium". As of the end of February 1972, nine Governments have replied to the 

Executive Director's letter. These replies are primarily acknowledgements of the letter and most 

of them contain no comments. One reply contains a substantive observation, which reads as follows! 

"This is to inform you that, after consideration of the matter, the ... Govern- 
ment is of the view that the periodic sectoral review of progress toward the in- 
dustrial development objectives of the Second Development Decade, which is 
presumably to l>e undertaker, by UNIDO pursuant to t'ie relevant resolutions of the 
Oeneral Assembly and the Economic and Social Council as part of the programme of 
over-all review by the United Nations, might, inter alia, be made having in mind 
the agreed objectives established by the International Symposium which are rele- 
vant to such progress." 

^,    Under the circumstances, there is no basis for the Executive Director to make any com- 

ments, recommendations „to. However, il is oonsiderwd useful to present for the consideration 

of the Board a brief analytica1 report mainly devoted to reviewing the progress towards the gen- 

eral objectives identified by the International Symposium on Industrial Development held in 

Athens in I967. Furthermore, it may assist the Boa*d in its consideration of the organisation 

of another general conference of UHJDO recommended by the General Assembly in resolution 2823 

(XXVI), to be held in 1974 or 1975» 

IMPACT OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 
ON GLOBAL ASPECTS OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

6. The International Symposium on : idi n trial Development was an event having subsequent 

effects on global thinking and action going far beyond the scope of the issues discussed and 

the recommendations offered during the actual three-week session at Äthans. It made its impact 

on thinking regarding industrialisation problems - an intangible, but non« the leas effective, 

achievement of the Symposium - in a number of ways. 

7. The Athens Symposium brought to a single international meeting individuals from 78 coun- 

tries plus representatives or observers from 38 intergovernmental, including the United Hâtions, 

and non-governmental organisations. The representatives included some 15O individuals from the 

commercial sector, financial organisations, technical institutions and industrial enterprises. 

Thus for the first time, on a global scale, an opportunity was presented to the representatives 

of the developed and the developing countries to widen their understanding not onxy of the in- 

dustrialisation process of the developing countries, but also of each other's points of view. 

During the Symposium, varied and often conflicting opinions were expressed and examined and 

sometimes modified. An atmosphere of mutual respect and understanding, if not always of agree- 

ment, was evident in tike discussions. 

3,    The Executive Director said in his introductory statement to the Symposium that "by 

strengthening international assistance to and co-operation with the developing countries the 
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advanced countries will   find that   they will be substantial beneficiaries.     Only   tho.e who   th.nk 

in static terme will consider that international co-operation is  nothing but a rodiatnbuUo,, 

of income from a fixed output away from the developed to  the developing areas.«¿'    uomo  speakers 

expressed the view that the rubbing of elbows at such a meet ine HS   the irt-mv i-,- •• •  •••..„,.    . »Q    »<     I.Mr-      [.unu.iuim   u¿-ill^imi i uill 

was good in itself as it generated a better understanding among people of the problem«  they wer. 

facing.    The  fact that as many as 20C recommendations could be agreed upon by  .   „ représentât,^ 

attending the Symposium is a good indication of the attitude prevailing and the de^re   for m- 
ternational co-operation. 

9. The Athens Symposium covered in a single meeting the entire spectrum of problème - aa 

far as they could be identified in I967 - relating to the industrialization proues,    it was 

evident from the discussions of the various issues that the developing countries shared many of 

the same problems.    During the discussions it was stated that »The Symposium was important bo- 

cause it was the first time in the history of the United Nations  that an opportunity had be«, 

provided for getting to know the problems affecting the industrial development of all develop- 

ing countries?    and it had been particularly interesting because it had reveaied how far  these 

problems are common problems and are not confined to any particular country or region».    On tho 

other hand,  it was evident that there could be no standard pattern of industrialization on which 

individual developing countries could model their policies.    It was also evident that tho  in- 

dustrialising countries were at many different stages of development and that each country, or 

oaoh group of economically interdependent *ountri es, would have to develop its own industrial 
development strategy. 

10. In reviewing the development strategies, the Symposium gave attention to problems of 

import substitution, unreasonably high tariff protection and the creation of internationally 

non-competitive industrial enterprises.    The Symposium encouraged the developing countries to 

initiate outward-looking strategies which could result in the manufacture of more competitive 

industrial products.    It was pointed out in the discussions that »while there is no such thing 

as a formula for successful industrialization, attention has to be drawn to the changing rela- 

tion between import substitution and export promotion as the general aim of industrial policy 

in developing countries».    The Symposium, in underlining the complex nature of the industrial- 

isation process and by stressing the difficulties of implementation, contributed to the prep- 

aration of more realistic industrial development plans being formulated for the 1970s.    The 

piessnt more realistic planning encouraged by the International Symposium comes after a period 

during wfc-ch the problems of industrialisation were greatly underestimated. 

11. The Symposium served to open discussion of a number of issuas and policies which are 

currently being examined and also served to stimolate a world view of the problems of industrial 

development.    The problems of international aid and trade affecting industrial development wera 

brought into a sharper focus and the issues raised at the Symposium have been the subject of 

discussion sinoe,  for example, in the report of the Pearson Cornmission.    Importance was attached 

to the role of multilateral assistance and its iiarmoniaation with bilateral aid.    The problem 
of servicing the growing foreign debt burden was noted. 

Ü    l^UJyil1"8 International Symposium on Industrial Development. United Nations, Now York, 
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12. Two of the moût  important concepts talked about at  the Athens Symposium wtre "promotion" 

and Mco_0poration».     In  order to test   the n<-w r-on^pt of  "promo ; i on",   T number of »special 

guests"  representing investors and corporations were invited to attend the Symposium at their 

own «¡xponco.    Sumo iVj  individuals did Où,  representing organizations wm-th  ->n excess of 

£]00,000 million.    They in turn made contact with 2?5 individuals,  largely from among the dele- 

,ra»'Tj,   representing potential   consumerrs of industrial capital. 

13. The Symposium not only helped  to generate a spirit  of co-operation but also contributed 

significantly to co-operative arrangements between the developing and the developed countries as 

well as among developing countries.    An example of practical application of such co-operation is 

the Expert Group Meeting on Industrial Co-operation between Developed and Developing Countries 

for Exports,  whi-h wnr.  held  in Buch.iront  from S  to  U May   1)70.     The emphasis  placed during the 

Symposium on international co-operation also helped to foster the establishment or development 

of international and regional organizations concerned with industrial development,   such as the 

Asian Industrial Development Council (AIJW) and the Industrial Development Centre fcr Arab 

States (TDCASÌ,  established in i960 and I969,  respectively, on the initiative of regional meet- 

ings at Manila and Kuwait.    These organizations have become effective instruments for ragionai 

co-operation and the promotion of industrial development in the regions they Berve. 

14. The Athens Symposium, held during the first yeai   of UNIDO« s existence,  served Ao pro- 

vide a basis for the future work of UNTDO.    The Symposium considered UNIDO to be the interna- 

tional  instrument for action and for the co-ordination of all efforts by the United Rations 

eyBtem of organizations in the area of industrialization.    In determining the particular path 

that should be taken towards more efficient industrialization, UNTDO was called upon to assist 

in strengthening the will of the international community to act.    The general guidance provided 

by the Symposium and the recommendations for action made to UNIDO are reflected in the work of 

the organization during the last five years.    A brief account is provided in the following 

paragraphs of the action initiated by UNIDO following the recommendations of the Symposium. 

This account refers to the efforts of UNIDO not only in implementing selective recommendations 

directly but alBo in promoting activities by other organizations in assisting the industrial- 

ization of the developing countries. 

TANGIBLE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE INTEBNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM 

ON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

15. The tangible and mest readily identifiable achievements of the Symposium are the actions 

resulting from the approximately 200 recommendations adopted by the three Symposium Committees 

which dealt with the following subjectsl 

Committee I      -   Policies and measures in developing countries (industrial 
manpower;    administrative machinery for industrial devel- 
opment;    industrial research and other technical service«! 
promotion of industrial exports and ef export-oriented and 
import-substituting industries;    small-scale industry) 
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Committee II - Situation, problems and prospects of main industrial 
sectors (iron and Bteel: non-farrouñ m.-.tai, ¡ .^g,. 
neering industry; basic chemicals and petrochemicals; 
synthetic fertilizers; processed food;  textiles; 
building materiale; and wood pi-oduotö;  construction 
industry; standardization) 

Committee III - :m.   internat ioti:i 1 General iasuea of industrial policy 
aspects of industrial development (oronomio .u-.poctn, 
formulation and implementation of industrial pro- 
grammas; domestic financing of industry;  external 
financing; regional co-operation; technical 
co-operation) 

The recommendations adopted by the three Symposium Comnittees were addressed to the Industrial 

Development Board of UNIDO, the other international organizations concerned, and to both the 

developing and industrially advanced countries. They called, in particular, for operai,i0n:»i ac- 

tivities and supporting research and studies and reflect the emphasis placed by représentatives 

at the Symposium on the practical measures to be taken. This section deals, therefore, mainly 

with the tangible achievements resulting from selected specific recommendations of the three 

Symposium Committees; however, a few oases are also cited where so far no action had been pos- 

sible on certain recommendations for a variety of reasons. The introductory part of the chapter 

deals also with a few tangible achievements which did not result from concrete recommendations 

but rather from suggestions mode less formally at the Symposium by representatives. 

SOURCE MATERIALS ON INDUSTRIALIZATION 

16,   To facilitate the discussions of the twenty industrial subjects dealt with at the Sym- 

posium, background documentation was prepared. This documentation consisted of papers^ on 

speoifio industrial subjects which were prepared by the Centre for Industrial Development (pre- 

decessor of UNIDO) and the UNIDO secretariat (UNIDO was officially established in January 1967) 

as well as 83 papers prepared by Governments. In addition documentation had boon prepared bofo m 

the International Symposium for the regional symposia in Asia, Africa, Latin America awl the 

Arab countries. 

17.   All this documentation, which served to bring out the problems and requirements of the 

developing countries, is clearly the most evident and tangible result of the Symposium. Some 

of it was also condensed, analysed and published in the form of ¿1  concise monographs on in- 

dustrial development listed in the annex to the present report. 

18. The "topics«» on which documentation was prepared and which were dealt with at the Sym- 

posium have beoome since "topics" of industrial development thinking. They have been incorpo- 

rated not only in"the work programmes of UNIDO but are also increasingly being incorporated in 

the work programmes of the other international organisations. 

4/ Por the list of papers see Bssort of •toe International Symposium on Industrial Development, 
op.. o^t., pp. 195-209. — -*  
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NATIONAL COMMITTEES FOR UNIDO 

19. Another tangible result of a Symposium recommendation addressed to all Cov»rnments has 

beer, the establishment of National Committees for UNIDO. The Symposium recommended that« 

"Member States consider the establishment of National Committees for UNIDO, 
compoF.jù of representatives of government departments and agencies as well 
as representatives of academic and research institutions and public and 
private industrial and business establishments concerned with industrializa- 
tion. The National Committees would serve in an advisory capacity to the 
Oovernme. ts and to tho member institutions in regard to all questions related 
to the activities of UNIDO."¿/ 

fly the end of I971 there were 40 National Committees for UNIDO in existence, w.th tho role 

of advising their Governments and member institutions in regard to questions related to the ac- 

tivities of UNIDO. In addition, sixteen countries had indicated that the matter of Hationai 

Committees for UNIDO was under consideration, 

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS 

20. The developing counties, in their recommendations to the International Symposium, 

called for the strengthening of UNIDO "trough the provision of adequate ana independent funds 

as a prerequisite of efficient United Nations action to accelerate industrial development ana 

to allow for concrete and useful impleinantation of the conclusions of the International 

„6/ symposium ...,w 

21. At the first Ifcuted Nations Pledging Conference on UNIDO, held at United Nations Head- 

quarters in New York on 4 Deoember 1963, a total of 11.7 million was pledged by 45 Governments. 

At the fourth Pledging Conference, held on 25 October 1971» 11.9 million was pledged by 66 Gov- 

ernments,    Th.îse voluntary contributions to the UNIDO General Trust Fund constitute an impor- 

tant element in supplementing the res .urces of UNIDO and represent an expression of support 

and confi i ¡nee in the work of UNIDO by the contributing Governments. 

ROLE OF UNIDO IN COORDINATION AND COOPERATION 

22. In regard to UNIDO«s role in the co-ordination of all activities of the United Kations | 

system in industry,  the delegates from the developing countries at the Symposium recommended» | 

«TIiat#the strengthening of the central role of UNIDO as the oo-ordinator of all | 
activities of the United Nations system in the field of industrial development j 
ensure a higher and more efficient degree of co-ordinat\on and opere,tion".J/ | 

For their part, the industrially advanced countries recommended! 

"That international organizations co-ordinate their activities in the 
industrial field, taking into account the central role of UNIDO as the 

y   Report of the International Symposium on Industrial Development.  og. pit», p.21, para.73. 

¿/   SE* últ" P»109» para.C.7. 

1/   âl* oit" P*106» para.C.2.' 
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oo-ordinator of all activities of tho United Nations system m the  field 
of industrial development".¿y 

UNIDO interprets its function in co-ordination as a positive one of promoting collabora« ion ami 

concerted action by all bodies concerned m addition to the  function of avoiding any .|.iP> icaUon 

of effort.     It is expected that in the  future a large part of the activities of UNIDO will be   [U 

the form of co-operative arrangements with other members of the United Nations  family.    Tim; oli.mi, 

lead in the long run to  joint programming of activities in industry. 

23. Close co-operation exists now with UNCTAD,  ILO, PAO,  UNESCO and WHO m  fields of mutual 

interest as re0ards both supporting and operational activities.    UNIDO held  throe programme 

eussions in Vienna beginning in late 1969 (the latest  in late liyu  with  th.< ivpreuentativu W 

the regional economic commissions and the United Nations Economic and Social Office in Beirut 

(UNESOB) on the respective programmes of work and evolved a list of specific project-, to be 

implemented in close collaboration with these bodies during the period concerned. 

24. The discussions at the Athens Symposium have also brought about closer harmony between 

multilateral and bilateral programmes for industrial development.    Dunue the previous decade 

there had been a tendency for multilateral and bilateral agencies  to react individually to prob- 

lems of industrialization as they were brought to their attention by the developing countries. 

At the same time,  many developing countries preferred to negotiate and to programme technical 

assistance projects individually with each donor.    This attitude is now changing with the real- 

isation, assisted by the Athens Symposium,  that technical and financial assistance could be more 

effective through a co-operative effort in which all resources, available from any source, would 
be applied to the solution of a given problem. 

SELECTED RECOMMENDATIONS FROM COMMITTEE I: POLICIES 

IND MEASURES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES' 

industrial manpower 

25. The Symposium oonaidered it essential that all ways and means be exploited to raise 

rapidly the level and efficiency of industrial labour.    In the Committee's report on industrial 

manpower, it was noted that training systems in most developing countries suffered from frag- 

mentation and lack of oc-ordination, making it difficult to formulate comprehensivo plans for 

skill formation.    It was recommended in particular that! 

- International assistance in the field of industrial manpower should be 
toe oarefully planned and co-ordinated on both the national and the in- 
ternational level; 

- When requested, UNIDO, ILO and UNESCO should help developing countries 
to draw up plans for industrial education and training} 

1/   Og. oit., p.lll, para.C.2. 

2/   This seotion should be read in conjunction with UNIDû's "Programme of work for WÌ, report 
of activities in I971 and updating of 1972 programme" (lD/s/97(Part II and Adde.l and 2j. 
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- 'JI¡ I DO una  ILO should increase  their activa ti es m the  field of management 
development,  arid assint developing countries  in the rapid transfer of mod- 
orn  induntnal managerial  techrnquoo adapted to th J particular conditions 
of   thoco countries; 

- UNIDO nhould provide assistance  to the developing countries,   in particular 
by encouraging the organization of programmes  for training abroad and in 
the country of manpower for new industrial projects such as its in-plant 
training for engineers;     for training of economic administrators concerned 
with industrial development}     and for training of entrepreneurs,   including 
those of small enterprises; 

- UIÍÍDO,   m co-operation with other international agencies,   should compile 
and mauita&n a roster of industrial consultants for possible use by United 
Nationn technical assistance programmes. 

26, The activa tien recommended are now being incorporated into the work programmée of both 

MUlIX) uà ILO.    Of particular importance to the UNIDO programme of work has been the recommenda- 

tion which launched the now rapidly expanding in-plant training programme.    In I969,  nine group 

ti lining programmes were carried out which were attended by 160 participants from the develop- 

ing countries.     In 1971,  fifteen in-plant training programmes were in operation, in which about 

25O persons participated,— 

27. The delegates at the Athens Symposium also examined the possibility of expanding the 

role of industrial consultants.    As a direct result of this recommendation,  this new activity 

was initiated by UNIDO and is demonstrating already its value to the developing countries.    By 

1971,   there were 2,500 individuals and organizations covered by the Roster of Industrial Con- 

sultants.    Further expansion is planned including a computerized storage and retrieval system. 

In addition, UNIDO IB making use of consultants and consulting firms from both the developing 

and the developed countries m the implementation of its technical assistance projects. 

Administrative machinery for industrial devaonment 

2b. The importance of establishing effective administrative machinery for industrial devel- 

opment whi      is closely related to the requirements of the political and socio-economic condi- 

ti one and policies of the countries concerned was strongly emphasized by the Symposium.    It was 

recommended in particular that» 

- UNIDO should undertake a comparative Burvey of administrative machinery for 
industrial development and establish a world inventory of institutions and 
organisations; 

- UNIDO,  in co-operation with the other organizations concerned, should assist 
in the training of personnel needed for the administration of industrial ser- 
vices,  including industrial property; 

- UNIDO should undertake, at the request of national chambers of industry and 
similar institutions, submitted through their Governments and in co-operation 
with regional and international organizations concerned,  studies of the pres- 
ent status, activities and capabilities of these institutions. 

_10/   The details of the training programmes of UHIDQ in various aspeóte of industrial development 
are contained in the "Report on the training of national personnel for industrial develop- 
ment"  ^ID/B/101). 
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2% UMIDO has already initiated a number of activities m  this arca and has provided ad- 

visory assistance for specialized institutions established by various Governments of develops 

countries for the purpose of commercial and semi-commercial  industrial development activity. 

It has also organized a Regional Workshop on the Organization and Admiras trat, on of [„dmUri.-.'l 

Services in Asia and the Middle Fast,  which was held in Tashkent  in 1070,  and a traunnr work- 

shop for government administrators concerned with industrial development  u, the Middle Kurt and 

North Africa is to b. convened in 1972 in co-operation with UNESOB,   IDCAS and the Government of 
Kuwait. 

30. A comparative survey of administrative machinery is being initiated with the help of 

UNIDO correspondents who will supply information on industrial legislation in individual coun- 

tries.    However,  the suggested "world inventory has not so far been praoticable.    Judged in 

the light of the recommendations,   the accomplishments of UNIDO and the other organizations m 

the direction of improving administrative machinery for industrialization have been marginal. 

Industrial research and information 

31. The Symposium recommended that UNIDO should in particulari 

- Attach high priority to fostering industrial researoh projects and activities} 

- Promote the establishment of training facilities designed to adapt existing 
technological skills to the needB of developing countries! 

- Consider the question of establishment of an international association of 
industrial research institutes; 

- Promote international collaboration between research institutes and  orga- 
nizations in developed and developing countries, as well as regional and 
interregional co-operation and co-ordination. 

32. The activities of UNIDO in the organization and administration of industrial institutions 

and services have been geared to developing and strengthening the services provided for indus- 

trial enterprises by private institutions (e.g. chambers of industry, professional associations 

and industrial co-operatives) as well as by Governments, either through their respective min- 

istries or chrough semi-autonomous institutions such as industrial development mstituteo.    Km- 

phasis was placed during I969 on developing international co-operation among industrial research 

institutes in the developing and developed countries through the establishment of an international 

association of industrial research institutes.    An expert group meeting approved a draft of the 

objectives as well as the constitution of such an international association.    In 1970,   through 

the efforts of UNIDO,  the World Association of Industrial and Technological Research Organiza- 

tions (WAITRO) was established and its first meeting was held in 1971 in Vancouver (Canadaj. 

33. In recognition of the importance of making pertinent industrial information available, 
the Symposium recommended that UNlDOi 

- In co-operation with other agencies,  should give urgent consideration to the 
establishment of an international clearing-house for industrial information 
which would looate sources of information and provide answers  to specific 
inquiries from developing countries; 

- Should consider the possibility of compiling, in certain areas diractly re- 
lated to industrial development, comprehensive documentation as a basis for 
information and advice on request. 
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il. UNIDO's industrial information service was well established before the Athens Symposium. 

However, the support given to this activity facilitated a more rapid expansion. Since I967, 

UNIDO has continued to develop its industrial information activities in regard to the provision 

of advisory services, the collection of selected documentation and data, the supply of informa- 

tion m response to specific demands, the dissemination of information on industrial development 

through periodicals etc.  The aim of the elearing-nouse approach adopted by UNIDO is to set up 

a centre to which industry in developing countries can refer all types of requests for informa- 

tion, and to próvido answers to these inquiries by directing them to competent sources of in- 

formation.  The UNIDO Industrial Inquiry Service dealt with approximately 1,200 inquiries in 

I969, and with 1,317 in 1971. Its correspondents are located at 125 agencies, half of them in 

developing countries and half in industrialized countries, plus fourteen international 

organizations. 

35'   A new, realted activity has been initiated by UNIDO in the field of industrial legisla- 

tion, patents and licensing, as a direct result of the following recommendations« 

UNIDO, in co-operation with other international and national organizations, 
should study present arrangements for industrial property with regard to the 
special situations and problems of the developing countries. Upon request, 
UNIDO Bhould assist developing countries in securing advice in the administra- 
tion of industrial property, UNIDO should assist requesting countries in 
locating sources of patents and know-how and advise on the terms for acquiring 
such patents.!!/ 

Promotion of industrial exportB 

36,   The Symposium recommended that UNIDO, in co-operation with UNCTAD and »TT, ami within 

the framework of the joint United Nations export promotion programme, should provide technical 

assistance for the promotion of industrial exports from developing countries, and, more par- 

ticularly, assist ini 

- Identifying viable export-oriented industries; 

- Studying problems relating to the standardization, packaging and 
presentation of products; 

- Studying, in co-operation with the other international organiza- 
tions concerned, the evolution of the supply of and demand for 
industrial products on international markets. 

37t   UNIDO has evolved an active programme of work in this area and co-operates closely with 

the United Nations and UNCTAD, and in particular the UNCTAD/OATT International Trad« Cantre (ITC), 

38.   A training programme in export promotion and marketing was organized jointly by UMIDO 

and the UNCTAD/OATT/ITC in November I968, at Zagreb, Yugoslavia. Also m I968 UNIDO, in co- 

operation with UNCTAD and ECAPE, undertook studies in Hong Kong, Indonesia, the Philippines, 

11/ UNIDO's work in this area is described in paras.5O-52 of document ID/B/97(Part II.Add.l). 
This activity needs to be expanded to the extent that avaiable resources allow. 
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the Republic  of Korea and Thailand on expprt possibility  l'or man-.f.-ieturos and 

manufactures.     The most  re.cnt activities  include  international  subcontracting ,»,d "pPl 

adaptation and implementation of the Generalized System of Preferences. 

Small-scale industry 

39. For some years both UNIDO and its predecessor,  CID,  had attached importance to the de- 

velopment of small-scale industry.    The delegates at  the Athens Symposium reaffirmed  the  sor- 

tance of this activity and suggested its further expansion. 

40. UNIDO has followed up the recommendation for increased assistance for the financing of 

industrial estates and small-scale industries by establishing contacts with the international 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the regional development banks.    Activities 

in the field of subcontracting were also accelerated following the recommendations of the Sym- 

posium.    UNIDO carried out studies and organized an expert group meeting on the subject m 

Paris in 1969,  in co-operation with OECD.    Active assistance in establishing subcontracting ex- 

changes is now being provided by UNIDO in India and other countries,     m the programme of work 

of UNIDO special attention is being given to the provision of extension services to small-scale 

industries as well as to assistance to the least developed among the developing countries.    An 

expert group meeting on the latter subject was organised by UNIDO in November 1971, and its 
recommendations will be implemented. 

SELECTED RECOMMENDATIONS FROM COMMITTEE It: SITUATION PROBLEMS 

AND PROSPECTS OF MAIN INDUSTRIAL SECTORS 

41. A number of specific recommendations were «ade regardxng the development of various in- 

dustrial «eotors, and UNIDO has formulated it. programme of work to reflect the mam elects 

of these rwommandations.    UNIDO has continued to develop its activities m the following indua- 

trial branch.«    metallurgical industri«., engineering industries,  chemcals, pha«uc,mo»l., 

pesticides,  petrochemical industries,  fertilisers,  construction and building »ateríalo and 
light industries. 

42. UNIDO provided assistance to develepiag countries lB the development of metallurgical 

industries to supply the local market.    Other activity 4„ %uo metallurgical .«tor wer« oon- 

cerned with th. transfer of taow-hem relating to feoth extractive «.tall«** and transforation 

(rolling,  forging,  casting etc.).    An expert group «..ting or, recent d«v*j ,p*«,t« „. ,** aiMl 

sine production and another .eating on the utilisation of non-ferrous scrap MUí were h.14 in 

1969.    Work was initiated by UNIDO in 1970 on idanUfying problems faced by the developing coun- 

tries in e«taMiahing foundry shops to produce cast iron, steel, aluminium and copper alloy 

casting.    In 1971, UMIDO organi «ed an expert group meeting on technology transfer in the «wtai- 
lurgioal industries in India. 

43. UNIDO has given particular attention recently to the recommendation to establish national 

centres for the development of the metallurgical industry.    The activities of these centr« could 
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rango from market étudies to engineering consultancy work  for the construction of specific pro- 

duction unite.    The national centres would also be able to  offer specialized assistance to other 

countries, 

44. Certain of the Symposium recommendations are being acted or. by UNCTAD, which is carry- 

ing out,   for example,  a project on the interregional  trade patterns of iron ore,  with the co- 

operation of UNIDO. 

Engineering industries 

45. The Symposium recommended,  inter alia,  that» 

- UNIDO should study the pattern cf production and demand of machine tools 
and associated equipment in several developing oountries,  thus helping 
machine  tool producing nations "to estimate their own  -hort and long-term 
needs and formulate their goals". 

- UNIDO should assist developing countries in developing some engineering 
product and tool design capacity of their own to ensure the functioning 
of imported products under varying looal conditions. 

46. Taking into account  these and other reoommendatione made at the Symposium, UNIDO has 

assi^ied priority to the following engineering sectors!    agricultural machinery and implements} 

eieetrioal and electronics equipment!    metalworking and transportation equipment!     and maintenance 

and repair.    In late I969, UNIDO organized a meeting in Vienna to consider the production of 

telecommunication equipment in the developing countries, and made recommendations to be imple- 

mented in co-operation with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), as well as putting 

forward guidelines for the manufacture of telecommunications equipment, including low-cost radio 

and television receivers.    The feasibility of manufacturing machine tools in the developing ooun- 

tries was also given considerable attention.    A seminar on the establishment and development of 

the automotive industry in the developing countries was held in I969 in Czechoslovakia.    Ship- 

building and ship repair also continued to reoeive the attention of UNIDO. 

47. The ECAFE/AIDC/UNIDO fact-finding team on industries manufacturing agricultural ma- 

chinery,  which surveyed the farm machinery sector in twelve countries of the ECAPE region for 

the  first time,  reported in I969 on the results of its study mission.    Following the comple- 

tion of the above survey, an expert group meeting on agricultural machinery industry in devel- 

oping countries was organized by UNIDO in Vienna in August I969.    Forty-eight participants 

from 31 developing and industrialized countries attended,  as well as representatives of ECAFE, 

ECi,  FAO and the International Commission on Agricultural Machinery.    The expert group recom- 

mended guidelines for action and suggested that UNIDO-sponsored missions be sent to other re- 

gions.    The first such mission visited several countries in the UNESCSB region during early I970. 

48. UNIDO'a emphasis on the promotion of the agricultural machinery industry has already 

resulted in  30 requests from various developing countries for assistance in establishing this 

industry in  the forti: of studies,  surveys and pre-investment analysis. 
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Maintenance and repair of industrial equipment 

49. The Symposium recommended that: 

i" ?0^b!ratlOn Wlth 0ther intere8ted specialized agencies of the 
z^Z'Ziz ss*eive tovriority to prtmoti1:; iiii^ 

in response to this recordation an outline of a longer, progne to imp^e maintenance 

and repair facilities m the developing countries was presented by UNTDO to the Industrial Bo- 

ve opment Board at its third session in 1969.    Fifty-one countries have since expressed inter- 

est m receiving such assistance and in having their maintenance facilities ourveyed.    elo- 

quently,  survey missions were sent in I969 to twelve countries m various regions in onicr to 

assess the situation and to identiiy possible areas of assistance.    There are some 50 

bexng implemented, and another twenty are under consideration.    With the co-operation of the 

Government of the Federal Republic of Qermany, UNIDO organised an interregional symposium on 

maintenance and repair in I97O.    UNIDO also conducted a maintenance week in Turicey m 1971 

which brought together government officials and managerial and technical personnel in Turkish 

industry to review problems of maintenance.   A number of Qovernments have expressed their 
willingness to contribute to the programme by supplying either fully aqUiPP^ mchinc 8hups or 

equipment. F 

Chemicals and petrochemicals 

50. The Symposium recommended a number of meamire« to be taken by UHIDO.    In particular 
it recommended that UNIDO shouldl ' 

"   ÎL^Ï^^Vï? r!fi0nal eoOTiOI»i« commissions, render technical 
aesistance m the establishment of regional industrial projects) 

"   í^ntíiesf
the eBtablishment of demonstration plants in the developing 

- Convene an expert group to study the teohnical feasibility of using coal 
for the production of chemicals! e 

- Study problems relating to the production of synthetic rubberj 

"    îoVLîîl^L!LÎ0 Üf"!0*1 aSBistano« i» P«troohemical industries linked to agricultural production. 

51. The »ost important activity in this group which followed fro« the Symposium recommenda- 

tion* was the organisation of interregional meeting, and symposia, disseminating information on 

technological progress,  marketing etc.    Other activities include the formulation «f int.rr,- 

Clonal projects such as the pharmaceutical programes for the East African Community and the 

Maghreb countries.    A similar programme is also being- considered for the Middle East region in 

co-operation with UNSSOB.    In addition, assistance is being given to the marine salt,  industrial 

fermentation and pulp and paper industries, and in regard to essential oils, the utilisation 

and disposal of industrial wastes and the production of chemicals from coal.   Work has continued 

on petrochemicals,  the use of plastics in agriculture, production trends and competition between 
natural and synthetic rubber, production of proteins from hydrocarbons etc. 
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Fertilizer industry 

52. The  following are some of the most important specific recommendations of the Symposium 
on the fertilizer industry : 

--    Ulli DO should endeavour to draw up a strategy on a world scale for the 
production and \i~o of fertilizers based on food and agricultural re- 
quirements in accordance with the recommendations made by PAO and WHO 
in this field; 

- A study should be made by UNIDO of the cases of the underutilization 
of productive capacity; 

- UNIDO, upon request,   should assist in carrying out exhaustive toohno- 
eoonomic studi en; 

- IBRD and other appropriate international institutions should consider 
the possibility of treating the fertilizer industry,  from the credit 
standpoint, as infrastructure on a par with projects such as irriga- 
tion and transportation; 

- UNIDO should organize an efficient system for the exchange of informa- 
tion between developing and developed countries concerning their re- 
spective needs and possibilities; 

- The economic possibilities of any techniques  »lculated to reduce the 
consumption of sulphur should be studied, 

53. Following the recommendations of the fertilizer industry, studies hay« also been eon- 
ducted on« 

- The experience of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics with processes 
for reducing the use of sulphur in fertilizer manufacture; 

- The direct use of rock phosphate as fertilizer and in cattle feed; 

- The techno-économies of nitrophosphate fertilizers; 

- The utilization of by-products, gypsum and phosphoric acid for pro- 
duction of sulphuric acid and cement clinker. » 

54. UNIDO has focused particular attention on the use of indigenous raw »terials, such as 

natural ga" and naphtha.    Attention has also been paid to the utilization of existing capacity, 

problems of preventive maintenance, problems of supply of raw materials and- problem of market- 

ing.    Studies in supply and demand and price trends of sulphur have been undertaken. 

55. The Second Interregional Fertilize/ Symposium was organized by UNIDO in 1971 in Kiev 

and New Delhi.    During 1972, an ad hoc working group of UNIDO, PAO and IBRD has met to review 
fertilizer projects for financing. 

Light industry 

56. With regard to food processing, the Symposium recommended that UNIDO, in co-operation 

with other international organizations, and in particular B¿0, should consideri 

- Giving increased attention to problems of establishing food processing 
industries in developing countries; 

- More systematic dissemination of information on food processing and on 
model projects; 

- Assistance to developing countries in finding the right type of food 
processing equipment,   in establishing training and technical institutes 
and in implementing agro-industrial projects. 
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57. Through it. recommendations,   the Athens Symposium encouraged UNIDO-s actmtioa   m 

food procesan by stimulating thinking on new processing methods.    Of part.cu.ar ^rtince 

i. the work now being undertaken on fish meal protein and on soy protei production and the 

work  initiated on the microbiological production of protein.     This activity «11 conunue   to 

expand       However,  there are .till two  .actors which keep the  food industry fro, reucn^ 

full  potential,    m .any countries,   there is a division of responsibilities between  the pro- 

duction  of food and Us processing.    A siglar division exists among international  organisa- 

tions.     Closer co-operatxon and  xntegration xs required xn many instances at both levels  " 

The progne of work of UNIDO and the co-operatxon arrangements it has developed to  implant 
ita programme are described under Group 6 xn ID/B/97(Part II). 

58. With regard to the textile xndustry, a number of recommendations were addressed to 
UMIDO,   m particular! 

-   To survey existing training and researoh facilities for textiles with 
^Ain0rr£î,Vhe effectivena88 of present instituions anïîo" 

~   3i0trd!r+
take/ea8iìility Btudios for the Production of man-made fibres 

^^xrLrorL%^r?ib^sTal8 required -their ~; 

" %¿T¿?£ZSS: andtSrjr8iae'type8 of produots'8eiec- 
59. Two of the Symposium recordations with respect to the textile industry have been 

given particular attention by UNIDO.    An international in-plant training activity has been 

established at ¿cdz in co-operation with the Polish Government.    Increasing attention has also 
been givsn by UNIDO to the production of man-made fibre8.    Thl8 lmU„ woric ., ^^ %Q ^ 

pand    particularly as competition for arable land wxth food crops increases the production coat 

of natural fibres.    Thus,  the possibility exists of improving both the agricultural and indus- 
trial economies through judicious planning of man-made fibre production. 

terials and construction industri»B 

60. A number of recommendations were addressed to UNIDO with regard to the building mate- 
rials and construction industries.    In particular it was recommended that! 

"   ?üíü!: °" requeBt» 8hould aB8i8t i« drawing up national and regional 
l%£ Z Pf0grTeS f0r the Produotion °f IwiMln» materials having 
regard to plans for construction industries and surveys of relevant 
natural resources ; 

"   ?J?1 ¡S!ttld^BiBt*in the e8tai}li8h»«1* »i tMting and training centres 
¿1 t^Tíll       im\UBe °f traditional «* modem building materials 

^¿^&S£X?faoilitieB t0 proraote the applloauon of 

- UNIDO,  in co-operation with other international organizations, should 
a^roLÌrì05^ °ountrie8

u
r^^ing the organizational, administrative 

and contractual set-up  m their construction industries in order to im- 
prove performance and efficiency and to promote standardization? 

- UNIDO should,  on request,  assist developing countries  in the establish- 
ment of design organisations and in setting up working groups to promote 
designing activities in accordance wita local conditions. 
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61. Particular attention ha a been given by UNfDO to the S;nnposium recommendations that 

higher priority be given to the building materials industries and to the promotion of the bet- 

tor utilization of raw materials. Work has already been undertaken on prefabricated housing 

components, the plate glass and giara container industry, the uso of plastics in building ma- 

terials, the UB6 of reinforced building materials • tc. An expert working group to develop 

the fibro-cement industries in the developing countries was organized in Vienna in October 1969« 

UNIDO continued to assist the developing countries in feasibility studies on the establishment 

of building materials industries and in improving existing plants. Assistance was also pro- 

vided in the fields of glass, dressed stone, refractory products and building panels. 

62. Kost TOT DO activities have been designed to assist those industries which produce build- 

ing materials rather than to assist the construction industry which consumos building Materiale. 

The United Nations Centre for Housing, Building and Planning gives some assistance to the con- 

struction industry. In general, however, little attention has been paid to date by any inter- 

national organisation to the specific recommendation regarding the promotion of the cons truc- 
io/ 

ti on industry,—-  The Athens Symposium underlined the importance of the promotion of the con- 

struction industry, particularly in the newly developing countries, in that this industry may 

offer employment and investment opportunities for indigenous entrepreneurs and managers. As 

resources become available, UNIDO will be examining ways of contributing to the implementation 

of this recommendation. 

Prototype commercial planta (i.e. »demonstration plants") 

63. The delegates at the Symposium suggested that UNIDO assist the developing countries is 

the establishment of "demonstration plants" (prototype commercial plants), and in particular 

that« 

- UNIDO and UNDP should render assistance to the developing countries in 
establishing, where appropriate, demonstration plants utilizing improved 
or alternative methods of production of basic chemicals and petrochemicals; 

- UNIDO should undertake to install pilot plants and equipment, particularly 
for the production and application of liquid fertilizers and pestioides, 
and formulation plants for pesti eidos and growth-control agents; 

- UNIDO should examine the feasibility of smaller-scale local cement plants 
having regard to the high transport costs for imported cement. 

64. An expanding programme for the transfer of new technologies through the establishment 

of prototype commercial plants is being implemented by UNIDO. A UNDP/SP project for an ex- 

perimental production plant for asbestos processing has been approved for Bolivia) a pilot 

plant for pyre thrum production for Rwanda; a fertilizer plant for Togo; and a demonstration 

pesticide production plant for Egypt. Further innovative applications of this recommendation 

are being explored in order to accelerate the practical application of new technologies. 

12/ See ID/B/56 (Fourth consolidated report) and ID/B/57 (Analytical report of the activities 
in the field of industrial development of the United Nations system of organizations). 
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Standardization and quality control 

65. The Symposium recordations regarding standardization and quality control stressed: 

- The need  for accelerating the establishment of institutional machinery 
to formulate national standards; y 

- The importance of the proper initial  choice of certain fundamental 
standards  m order to eliminate difficulties and costs associated with 
a later change-over (e.g.  metric or imperial systems). 

66. During 1969,   most of the operational projects of UNIDO in tho field of standardization 

were m the Asian region.    Since then UNDP/SF projects for promoting standardization have been 

undertaken elsewherej     these projects are being implemented in co-operation with UNESCO.    UNIDO 

is also actively co-operating with ISO in implementing its programme of work.    In 1971    UNIDO 

organized a training workshop in Africa,  to be continued on an annual basis,   for personnel 

responsible for quality control connected with the central testing laboratories of Governments 

This workshop dealt with the various  emente of quality control as well as with the approprile 
organizational structure, 

\ 
SELECTED RECOMMENDATIONS FROM COMMITTEE 111: GENERAL ISSUES OF 

INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT - COUNTRY SURVEYS 

67. The International Symposium made a number of recommendations in regard to policies and 

measures in developing countries and suggested in particular that UNIDO should assist the de- 

veloping countries in the formulation and implementation of industrial projects, and participate 

actively in industry survey missions.    Following these recommendations UNIDO has initiated and 

completed some 30 country surveys to date,  their main objective being to review past performance, 

identify potential for future industrial development,  identify follow-up technical assistance 

and train local counterparts.    This activity will be accelerated luring the 1970s as part of 
UNIDO» s work in the Second United Nations Development Decade. 

Sooial aspeóte of industriali zati on 

68. The Symposium addressed the following reoom»endations to UNIDO with regard to social 
aspects! 

- UNIDO should consult with the appropriate United Nations agencies in 
the formulation of techniral assistance policies for the developing 
countries in matters relating to sooial infrastructure designed to 
serve the requirements of industrial development; 

- Its experts should oonsider the sooial aspects of industrial develop- 
ment in their formulation of technical assistance recommendations! 

- UNIDO should publish a list of international or national institutions 
and organizations in the developing countries which are capable of 
rendering technical assistance regarding the social and health aspects 
of the establishment of specific industries; 

- It should examine ¿M disseminata pertinent data regarding the social 
aspects of various stages of the industrialization process, in con- 
sultation with the appropriate United Nations agencies. 
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6'j. Whu.e UNIDO is very niuuh aware of the importance of  Lite social aspects of industrial- 

ization,   it has not been posaible to do substantial work in this area.    The broader problem 

of incorporating social development considerations into industrial development planning has 

so  far proved intractable.    While it should in theory be possible to incorporate many social 

considerations into industrial programmes (which should,   in turn,   reduce the need for external 

social development activities),   in practice this is moBt difficult to achieve.    However,   the 

trend  toward increased consideration by industrial planners of the problems of unemployment, 

urban-rural disparities and nousing indicates that progress can be made. 

Ind'        al programming 

70. The Symposium made four spécifie reoommendations on industrial programming, to be oar- 

ried out in co-operation with appropriate international, regional and other agencies, inviting 
UNIDO toi 

- Erplore immediately the possibility of putting into effect a "data bank" 
service in order to create permanent effeotive machinery for the system- 
atic centralization and exchange of information; 

- Assist in improving and rationalizing methods and means for compiling and 
evaluating indue trial programming data for developing countries; 

- Dispatch special experts to help developing countries in project planning 
and in working out programmes for their implementation} 

- Develop a sustained programme of training courses for personnel in devel- 
oping countries in industrial planning, the preparation and evaluation of 
identified projects,  the programming of the implementation of suoh projects 
and their follow-up. 

71. UNIDO has shaped its activities in industrial programming, project planning and indus- 

trial regional co-operation in accordance with the above reoommendations.    Some 130 technical 

assistance field projects falling under this heading were in operation in 1971. 

72. In November 1969 t UNIDO organized an international working party on industrial program- 

ming data which considered, in particular, a proposal for an industrial programming "data bank". 

In its deliberations, the working party agreed that a well-conceived programme in the field of 

industrial programming data should be established and operated on a national level by and for 

the national authorities, and that an industry file system on a pilot basis should be structured 

by UNIDO for a given country.    Accordingly,  in late I969, UNIDO organized at Nairobi,  in co- 

operation with the East African Community, an East African working party on industrial program- 

ming data whose main aim was to elaborate this data bank proposal further.    The working party 

agreed on a general methodology and a set of organizational principles to be followed in sub- 

sequent field activities for the final development and implementation of specific IPS (indus- 
try file system) projects. 

73. The existing UNIDO industrial aata nrogranming project, the Profiles of Manufacturing 

Establishments, was expanded between I967 and I969 to provide 600 case studies from fourteen 

countries for programming purposes, and three volumes were published.    Simultaneously with 

this expansion of the original Profiles series, a parallel programme,  the Analytic Industry 

Profiles, was developed.    These Profiles differ from the older series in that they provide 

techniques for active study and diagnosis of the problems of industrial plants. 
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Promotion of industrial financing 

74. Man, dele«»,,, a, «,. S„„aiam felt that tlM „jor „^^ ^ 

r• •"—•"** —«•• -~ *. «-^.u iev„le „, rori,1B, r,.,,ul0l„, ,.„,„,:;' : 

.««,.«« ac«o„ „Mld De „, ^ortM, t„ tho 1Ä.tr,allzatlon of,.ortc or ;   ;" 

i* countries.     r„t,matlo»al a,ep8 to prcote foreign lmre.Ws,   lt „a „w„,tl,d   ..houJ 

e auppor«* * ,„e a,pr„pnat. lnt_tl0Ml ^  ^ „^ lnclude th„ ^^ "   • 

c„,.„a, „^aUona! fo„. „, OMldl«o„8 te ,he !imno^ of ind„iriai prowes - 

75. Follclng tt. S«,..lu. „.„„.„dation., ran» to. give„ inoMM((1 aUmtion ,o 

«vi«! M,lTl,i.^ in oriWliaing lnvMtm.nt prolnoUor] ^.^ ^ both J^ 
..ll.r,. ft« th. devdop^ and indu.,,,.1 country oa„ „,„.,.    miI0 Mt. .„ „ 

""«•->•«*    * »«»I .»«^ devo.ad ,o .«.„a! r.nano.ng »aa or^,* u, 1,6-. a. T,mi- 

rr r,g'°na; •°Un< fOT the Af»»» —«- - —a- » »h. _ yw., „.;. So ft, ft«, „„,„.! «^ ^ b.e„ h.ldi   Uo 1B Aftioa ^ two in ^    ^^ . 

investment promotion meeting is planned for I972, 

76. The Athene Symposium also recommended that UNIDO assist m the formulate of prototype 
financial arrangements which might be used for bilateral and multilateral negotiate   The 

objective of these agreements is to help promoter of a project in a develop^ country to *. 

draft *   S•" "* COndÌtÌOne "* t0 a88i8t the Partl68 •""— 4» -^tiatin,atla 
drafting joint venture agreements.   UNIDO has already published a document on joint venture* 
agreements and another one is planned on technology contracts. 

77. The Symposium recommended, to encourage domestic savings,  that« 

-    Governments of developing countries should encourage the retention 
within industry of a reasonable percentage of »of its   IrrrlJ, • 

a^ZoT1 ÍTltyítir t0 C0Ver »*«°f ttS0fn4tu8strfafrrrS;aTtt,°8 
and promote efficient domestic financial institutions! 

"   Ï2Ï1 at*the reqUeBt °f O^1•1«»**. should co-operate with the 
ffSS: •   intern!ti0nal Inwoial institutions L giving as Stance 
to developing countries in achieving the above aims. 

78. The work of UNIDO in assisting industrial financing mentions to~solve problems en- 

countered in their initial operations has been expanded considerably.    UNIDO iB aaslsting .„ 

new industrial financing institutions to overos their initial problems and » also proven« 

various expert serviceo to eight other financial institutes.    It is also drafts prototype 
of by-laws for industrial development banks. 

^   SienÍeSJ!?W0tÍf "'  !V8ed Ín thiS 00ntmi> refers to those activities of UNIDO w*u oh Dring together interested persons and insti tuti r,«*, *%„•>„ +v.   A    •"Vi'-10'' UI U,(IW wmcn 
demand side and thain no,.»+I«!r«L^C     fj    *     ?a •Qm the d®veloping countries on the 
lation to thf•^!      counterparts from the developed countries on the supply 8lde ln rr»- 
ÎÎÎÎSpîi^Sîïï: prere<ÏUlBiteE of ^ industrialisation plan, and programs of t^ 
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T). Tn order  to promote an exchange of experience, a meeting of representatives of 60 de- 

velopment and investment banks  from both developed and developing countries was held in Paris 

in 1970.    UNIDO was requested by the representatives to prepare concrete proposals for the es- 

tablishment of a mechanic• to facilitate the  exchange of experience between the various insti- 

tutions;     this was  the subject of a meeting on industrial financing institutions organized by 
UNTDO in 1971 in Copenhagen. 

Regional co-operation 

80. "he relevant Symposium Committee,  in dealing with this item,  considered,  in particular, 

what ways and means could appropriately be adopted at the regional,  subregional or interre- 

gional levels for promoting industrial co-operation.    It recognized the importance of such co- 

operation as an eaaential factor in achieving rational industrial development.    It was suggested 
specifically that UNIDO shouldi 

- Strengthen its relationships with the regional economic commissions, 
UNESQB and the intergovernmental organisations ooncemedj 

- Appoint,  in addition to field advisers in individual countries, re- 
gional liaison officers at the headquarters of regional commissions! 

- Participate actively in industry survey missions and other similar 
activities when the regional commissions so recommended! 

- Assist in the preparation of regional symposia or regional conferences 
on industrialization organised by the commissions. 

81. Following the above recommendations,   considerable efforts have been and are beine *•"• 

voted toy UHIDO to problems concerning regional co-operation for industrial development both in 

direct field activities and in supporting activities.   Por example, in response to a request 

received from the ROD (Regional Co-operation for Development) countries,^ a team consisting 

of a project manager and an industrial economist is being sent by UHIDO.    They will prepare 

studies on the basis of which tho three participating countries will take decisions on looa- 

tional distribution of given projects and on a meohanism for suitable 00-operative arrangements. 

82. m addition, an interregional seminar on industrial location and regional development 

was held in Minsk in I968.    It dealt in particular with regional development problems within 

the developing countries, but the issue of regional co-operation and multinational co-ordination 
of development plans was also discussed. 

8J, An expert working group on regional co-operation in the field of industrial development 

was organized by UHIDO in 1971 in co-operation with UNCTAD and five subregional groups. 

¿|/    Iran, Pakistan and Turkey. 
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

84       «i», ha. «« lnt0 aooount „^ of the reoo„8ndiUona of 

irT r!    " reoeivsd *-the Mu*triai *»*°~« »~ «•» * -i 
».noanon. provide in ^,ml „ svsluatlon of 8 as Aa.c„l 
olution. 2178(XXI) and 2577(KUV). A»»«»bl.v r,-»- 

85. B.. que.tion, however,  >. not .InpXv whether ,h. reeo„e„daUo„B have or have „„, been 

~«~ I- -«i—. «o ..et ,h. chanele of the Seoond „n.ted H.Uone „eve" I, 
£-*   The deUheration. ^ reoo^ndation. of lhe Intematlonil ,„_ ^ 

»-»- *i« priori«., for «ti,» m the 1970e «, be for„lated.  Tfc„ou _ ¡. B^atod a; 

- International co-operation for indu.triall»at¡on¡ 

- *'^im f°r i"Pl"»ntatio» of indu.tri.lia.tion progra-e. in th, 

"   oTrAïaïLIÎoi: "* ,"Í,Ud" "' r•fl"••en, °f "" **•«« 

Íñltl "       ""^^ " «" *~»"*-« —«-    «««her,   th.v », ..„e ,o illu.tr.te . «r. .„«.„„o .pproIoh t0 ,„. ,aÄ of mKrini th8 sffsotive iuairai<mt of 

Trr«. rv°" * bp"f **" °f u,98e priori,i ~ " "ie"°'t - «- 
a« the »th«. S^o.iu, and it 1. hoped that, hv focuein, attention on thee. i.euee, on. taght 
f«.Utat. . •tei„tó joint effort t„ „.., ,he obj(K!Uves of Intomationai D 

xn the field of industry. "»"»gy 

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION FOR INDUSTRIALIZATION 

86. At the International Symposium the theme of international co-operatxon to promete the 

industrialisation of the develop!«* countries was accorded high priority, and it 1B llkely to 

remain a priority issue during the Second United Nations Development Decade.    The dxacussxone 

covered the fio* of public and private capital into and the flow of xndustrial goods out of 

the developing countries,    the related flow of industrial xnformatxon on technology and scxen- 

txfio discoveries on which to base new technologies;    and co-operative actxon to xncrease these 

flows.    Further co-operation among all countries during the 1970s in axd of xnduBtrxalxaatxon 

could accelerate the industrialisation process and also reduce the present polari-tion of coun- 

tries into "industrializing" and «industrial« groups.    The rate of tracer of oJuiied person- 

nel,  capital,   technology,  industrial products and,  in partxcular,  xndustrxal informti0„ could 

grow both among the industrialising countries at various étages of development and between the 

developing and the industrialised countries.    As the tradxtion and modes of co-operatxon are 

developed it will be increasingly recognised that many addxtxonal countrxes can contribute 
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effectively to  the  international pool  of industrial specialists;     that the  financial needs of 

a project in one country can be an investment opportunity for another;     that  the shortage of 

equipment in one country can stimulate sales by another;    that a new export potential for in- 

dustrial goods on the part of one developing country may mean a lower-coet import source for 

another country,   either a regional neighbour or a more distant country - industrial  or indus- 

trializing.    Scope also exists for increased accumulation and transfer of information on suc- 

cessfully applied technologies,   the structure of institutions,  and industrialization strategies 

capable of ben.g adapted within the industrializing world. 

87,. The principal task for the 1970s,   then,   is to strengthen this  co-operative effort among 

the various countries:    by removing the barriers to the various types of transfer;    by exploring 

new relationships among industrial enterprises,   financial and technical institutions and Govern- 

ments to facilitate this transfer;    and by seeing that international organizations undertake 

even more innovative promotional activities.    This objective may become the corner-stone for a 

concerted action programme in the industrial field for the Second Development Decade. 

MECHANISMS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

88, International co-operation in promoting an increased transfer of resources and exchange 

of experience is one means of bringing about accelerated industrialization.    A supplementary ap- 

proach is to improve the mechanisms and procedures for deploying the resources or employing them 

as effectively as possible.    The Symposium suggested a number of actions in this connexion.    The 

idea of the establishment of National Committees for UNIDO took shape at the Symposium.    Atten- 

tion was also given to possible improvements in the administrative machinery for industrializa- 

tion and it was suggested that the civil service systems in the various developing countries 

might have to be modified to meet the requirements of aocelerated industrial growth.    Particular 

attention was given to the possibility of an expanded role for implementation activities by the 

commercial sector organizations - that is, by chambers of industry,  co-operatives etc, 

89, Many of the industrialized countries as well as a number of the developing countries are 

experimenting with nev or improved mechanisms for providing technical and financial assistance. 

Public and private institutions and enterpriser are being brought into this transfer process. 

New forms of co-operation with international organizations are being examined increasingly by 

donor countries.    The international organizations have also established or are considering the 

establishment of new or improved mechanisms.    The UNDP Capacity Study may well result in orga- 

nizational innovations designed to bring about the more effective deployment of multilateral 

assistance to the developing countries.    Many of the developing countries have also been exam- 

ining new mechanisms for the utilization of technical and financial assistance for the aocel- 

erated implementation of their respective industrial development programmes. 

SKILLS AND ATTITUDES 

90, The Symposium gave special attention to three aspects of the development of industrial 

skills.    The first had to do with the relationships between the needs of industry for skill«! 

personnel at all levels and the plans being made to impart the exact skills required.    Hers the 
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ou ut. a a Symposium was moat specific in suggesting that the proper utilization of skills was at 

important as the creation of new skills.    Secondly,   the Symposium considered how industry u. any 

given country might participate more fully in education and training activation directs  toward;* 

preparation for work in industry.    As a result,  plans for »in-plant»  training were given further 

impetus.    Thirdly,   concern was expressed that attitudes  favouring more rapid  industrialisation 

should be developed further.    For example,  the Governments of the developing countries and 'IN IDO 

in particular were asked to assist in the »training of entrepreneurs».    All  the above could be 

facilitated by the temporary loan of specialists;     the Symposium recommended  that UNIDO establish 

special facilities for the speedy recruitment of competent technical assistance personnel. 

91. The increased demand for industrial personnel anticipated during the Second United Na- 

tions Development Decade has heightened the concern already expressed at  the Symposium,     it is 

realized increasingly that any action directed towards a higher rate of industrial growth re- 

quires effective instruments for its implementation - skilled and motivated administrators, 

managers,  technicians and workers.    All countries,   industrial as well as industrializing coun- 

tries (and this applies also to international organizations), are short of these skills.    A 

auch greater effort is needed to develop the attitudes required for efficient modern industry. 

The pace of industrial development anticipated during the Second Development Decade requires 

aooelerated training in the most practical way possible of the vast numbers of individuals ex- 
pected to be drawn into the industrialisation process. 

92. The social and particularly the behavioural sciences are now producing new educational 

technologies which are potentially just as important to the broader industrialization process 

as the more familiar engineering technologies. These new technologies may facilitate the im- 

plementation of some of the recommendations made during the Symposium. New forms of in-plant 

training, of occupational education and training in organization development and of achievement 

training for industrial leaders are being introduced. The specialized training of industrial 

consultants and their more general utilization can help to disseminate skills over wider areas. 

93. The task for the 1970s is thus to improve the level of skills, increase the number of 

•killed individuals, assist in the development of new attitudes and at the same time diecover 

how to relate training more exactly to the requirements of industry. 

REFINING THE OBJECTIVES OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

94. A number of developing oountries, having achieved relatively high industrial growth 

rates, are turning their attention to the "quality" of the resulting industrialization.    Others 

are also concerned with "quality" with respect to the most effective utilization of resources 

or to the achievement of social as well as economic growth.    Thus certain of the questions dis- 

cussed at the Symposium take on added significance as developing countries refine their objec- 

tives and development strategies in preparation for aooelerated growth during the Second Devel- 
opment Decade. 
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95. A selection of these questions  followsi 

- To what extent has industrialization been instrumental in ameliorating 
basic social problems,  namely unemployment,  poor housing and poverty? 

- .Can the integration of industry into the whole economy, particularly 
with respect to agriculture,  be improved? 

- Is the atructure of industrialiaation, as now established in the devel- 
oping countries, preparing the way for a reduction in the foreign debt 
burden and an improvement in the balance of payments? 

- Is there a possibility in the near future of improving the quality of 
manufactured products and making them competi Uve in international 
trade? 

- What «or. can be done to reduce oapital requirements through better 
util18ation of the present industrial equipment and through the selec- 
tion of more appropriate iraiuatrial technologies? 

"   f^LTï b* d0ne T0***1 iBdu»**i*li**ti«> to reduce the growing inoowi 
ar2s?       * in Q43m%ri*' IwtKMB the metropolitan and non-metropolitan 

96. These are some of the basic qmmtim* of eub«tance concerning the process of indwtrial- 

isation.    They need to be emmire* «* eon.idar.tioa need, i.o to be «ivn to the »ohani.» for 
such examination. 
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ANNEX 
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